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Role of chromosomal instability and clonal heterogeneity in the therapy response of breast cancer cell lines
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Chromosomal instability (CIN) is a hallmark of cancer characterized by cell-to-cell variability in the number or structure of chromosomes, frequently observed in cancer cell populations and is associated with poor prognosis, metastasis, and therapeutic resistance. Breast cancer (BC) is characterized by unstable karyotypes and recent reports have indicated that CIN may influence the response of BC to chemotherapy regimens. However, paradoxical associations between extreme CIN and improved outcome have been observed.

Methods: This study aimed to 1) evaluate CIN levels and clonal heterogeneity (CH) in MCF7, ZR-751, MDA-MB468, BT474, and KPL4 BC cells treated with low doses of tamoxifen (TAM), docetaxel (DOC), doxorubicin (DOX), Herceptin (HT), and combined treatments (TAM/DOC, TAM/DOX, TAM/HT, HT/DOC, and HT/DOX) by using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), and 2) examine the association with response to treatments by comparing FISH results with cell proliferation.

Results: Intermediate CIN was linked to drug sensitivity according to three characteristics: estrogen receptor α (ERα) and HER2 status, pre-existing CIN level in cancer cells, and the CIN induced by the treatments. ERα+/HER2− cells with intermediate CIN were sensitive to treatment with taxanes (DOC) and anthracyclines (DOX), while ERα−/HER2−, ERα+/HER2+, and ERα−/HER2+ cells with intermediate CIN were resistant to these treatments.

Conclusions: A greater understanding of CIN and CH in BC could assist in the optimization of existing therapeutic regimens and/or in supporting new strategies to improve cancer outcomes.
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Introduction

The therapeutic decision regarding estrogen receptor-positive (ERα+) and ERα-negative (ERα−) breast cancer (BC) patients is mainly based on the evaluation of clinicopathological characteristics. In particular, nodal status, tumor size, and lymph node status play a major role in the selection of therapeutic strategies including hormonal therapy and/or chemotherapy with different agents. However, although the evaluation of these parameters has allowed the survival of a large number of patients, some of them relapse and eventually develop resistance to treatment over time. Therefore, identifying reliable prognostic and predictive markers is a priority in BC research. A promising therapeutic target is chromosome instability (CIN), a common feature in solid tumors1. BC is characterized by unstable karyotypes and recent reports have indicated that CIN may influence response to distinct chemotherapy regimens in HER2-positive (HER2+) tumors1-3.

CIN is characterized by the gain or loss of partial chromosomes or whole chromosomes (aneuploidy)3. Aneuploidy refers to the state of abnormal chromosome number, which can be either stable or unstable. Unstable aneuploidy leads to karyotypic heterogeneity between tumor cells4, which in turn can lead to the simultaneous growth of diverse tumor subpopulations [clonal heterogeneity (CH)], resulting in genomic inter- and intra-tumor heterogeneity4,5. In addition, both CIN and CH have been associated with cancer progression, increased invasiveness, and response to therapy5-8. Karyotypes of breast tumors are characterized by a high grade of complexity with multiple chromosomes showing both numerical and structural changes. Alterations
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of chromosome arms 1q, 3p and +7, +8, +20 have been frequently observed in BC, together with cytogenetic signs of DNA amplification, such as homogeneously staining regions that are preferentially associated with 8p and 17q. Moreover, loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) studies showed deletion and amplification of large genomic segments. Common regions of LOH in BC are located on several chromosomes, including 1p, 1q, 3p, 8p, 11q, 13q, 16q, 17p and 17q, while hot spots for gains are routinely observed at 1q, 8q, 11q, 17q and 20q. Further, cytogenetic and molecular observations show that breast tumors are characterized by multiclonality, suggesting the existence of a high degree of intratumoral heterogeneity, mostly sustained by CIN. CIN and CH lead to gene regulatory interactions and varying protein concentrations, both of which could impact cell responses to drug treatments. Some reports suggest that chromosomal alterations in individual cancer cells induce variable drug sensitivity and thus can lead to the survival of a fraction of tumor cells. For instance, it has been reported that while HER2+ tumors with low CIN (relative karyotype stability) are associated with taxane sensitivity, tumors with high CIN (different patterns of karyotype complexity) are associated with therapy sensitivity based on anthracycline and platinum. In fact, high CIN has been correlated with improved long-term survival in ERα− BC patients, but poorer outcome in ERα+ BC patients. These observations show the complexity associated with selecting appropriate therapies targeting CIN in different types of cancers and suggest that a threshold of CIN may exist that, when exceeded, could induce either cell cytotoxicity or cell survival. However, these CIN thresholds are theoretical and could be specific for each type of cancer.

Taking into account the high frequency of patients who do not respond to therapy or who develop resistance over time, determining and standardizing new prognostic and predictive markers is critical in BC research. Better understanding of the associations between the levels of CIN and CH with the response to therapy may help determine whether there is a critical CIN threshold that distinguishes tumor lethality from viability. These findings could allow us to predict the benefit of chemotherapy, hormone therapy and combined therapies in patients with BC, as well as to develop new strategies to improve the prognosis of cancer.

The aim of this study was to determine the CIN level and CH by using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), in five human BC cell lines with differential expression of ERα and HER2 and to examine the association with the response to individual treatments, tamoxifen (TAM), docetaxel (DOC), doxorubicin (DOX), and Herceptin (HT), and combined treatments, TAM+DOC, TAM+DOX, TAM+HT, HT+DOC, and HT+DOX.

Materials and methods

Cell lines

The human BC cell lines MCF7 and ZR75-1 (ERα+/PR+/HER2−), MDA-MB468 (ERα−/PR−/HER2−), BT474 (ERα−/PR+/HER2+), and KPL4 (ERα−/PR−/HER2+) were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). Cell lines were expanded and stocked at −80 °C and cells obtained from these stocks were thawed and used for the experiments. To confirm the authentication of the cell lines, short tandem repeat profiles were performed at the end of experiments. All experiments were carried out in each cell line at passages (P) below 19. MCF7 (P8), ZR75-1 (P13), MDA-MB468 (P11), and KPL4 (P18) were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI)-1640 medium (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), whereas BT474 (P17) was cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (Sigma). All culture media were supplemented with Antibiotic–Antimycotic Solution (100 ×) (Sigma), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma) and L-glutamine (2 mM) (Invitrogen GmbH). Cells were cultured in 75 cm2 (10 mL) flasks at 37 °C and 5% CO2. The absence of contamination with mycoplasma was confirmed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay.

Treatments

BC cell lines were treated with TAM (T5648; Sigma), DOC (sc-201436; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, USA), DOX (sc-200923; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), HT (L01 XC03; Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and combined treatments (TAM/DOC, TAM/DOX, TAM/HT, HT/DOC, and HT/DOX). TAM, DOC, DOX, and HT were dissolved in absolute ethanol and diluted in media at 1 μM, 10 nM, 0.5 μM and 50 μg/mL, respectively, and then added to the culture medium for 24 h, 48 h, and 96 h. These concentrations have been demonstrated to be the highest and the best doses at which an effect (changes
on the cytoskeleton architecture and cell death) in BC cells in vitro was observed\(^{20-23}\). Each drug and/or combination was added to the cell lines according to expression of ER\(\alpha\) and HER2. Specifically, cell lines positive and negative for ER\(\alpha\) were treated with hormonal therapy (TAM) and combination of TAM with chemotherapy (DOC and DOX), while HER2+ cell lines were treated with HT and combination of HT with chemotherapy (DOC and DOX).

Untreated cells were used as controls. Control cells were used with the same volume of culture medium and incubated together with experimental groups (drug treatment groups). The treatment strategy is indicated in the Supplementary Table S1.

**Proliferation assay**

Cells were seeded at a density of 2.5–5 × 10\(^3\) cells per 100 \(\mu\)L of phenol red-free medium in a 96 multi-well plate. After 24 h, cells were treated with TAM, DOC, DOX, HT, and combined treatments (TAM/DOC, TAM/DOX, TAM/HT, HT/DOC, and HT/DOX) for 24 h, 48 h, and 96 h. At the end of each treatment, cell proliferation was assessed using the cell proliferation enzyme-linked immunosorbent (ELISA) kit, BrdU (Roche Diagnostics Deutschland GmbH, Mannheim, Germany). Measurement of absorbance was performed using a Tecan Infinite M200 reader (Tecan Trading AG, Männedorf, Switzerland) against a background control as blank. Each treatment was performed in 24 replicates. Data are expressed as means ± standard deviation (SD).

**Metaphase and nuclei spreads**

To determine the induction of CIN and CH, we performed molecular cytogenetic analysis (FISH) on both control and treated BC cell lines. Metaphases were obtained using standardized harvesting protocols. Briefly, Colcemid Solution (0.03 \(\mu\)g/mL) (Sigma) was added to cultures 2.5 h before cell harvesting; cells were then treated with hypotonic solution, fixed 3 times with Carnoy’s fixative (3:1 methanol to acetic acid), and spread on glass. Metaphase and nuclei spreads were subsequently hybridized with centromeric probes using FISH.

**FISH and CIN evaluation**

CIN was evaluated on the metaphase and nuclei spreads obtained previously by FISH using six centromeric probes (CEP) for chromosomes 2, 3, 8, 11, 15, and 17 (all from Cytocell, Cambridge, UK) and standard procedures. Three-color FISH was performed on nuclei/metaphase spreads for chromosomes 2, 8, and 11 and chromosomes 3, 15, and 17 using centromeric probes labeled with different spectrum colors: spectrum orange for CEP2 and CEP3; spectrum aqua for CEP8 and CEP17; and spectrum green for CEP11 and CEP15. Chromosomes 2 and 15 were selected as these chromosomes presented infrequent copy number alterations in a series of breast tumors analyzed by microarray-based comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) analysis\(^{19}\). Chromosomes 3, 8, 11, and 17 were selected as these chromosomes are frequently altered in BC\(^{12}\). Some studies have reported an association between alterations in chromosome 17 with sensitivity to anthracycline treatment\(^{24}\). Centromeric FISH is the most-commonly employed method to assess numerical CIN in tumoral cells\(^{4,25-27}\). The major benefits of this approach are that it allows hundreds of cells to be evaluated at a time, it allows accurate measurement of cell-to-cell heterogeneity within the tumor as well as allowing classifying and differentiating aneuploid tumors: those with high CH (unstable aneuploidy) and those with low CH (stable aneuploidy)\(^{28-30}\). In addition, some reports showed that the use of probes for just two chromosomes was sufficient to identify diploid from aneuploid tumors\(^{31,32}\). However, one advantage of using more than two probes is that clonal populations can be identified with greater certainty\(^{33}\).

Ten randomly selected areas of each BC cell line were acquired using an Olympus microscope with the cytogenetic software Cytovision System 7.4 (Leica Biosystems Richmond, Inc.). CIN was assessed in a minimum of 100 intact and non-overlapping nuclei and some metaphases for each chromosome. The CIN rate for each cell line was defined first by calculating the percentage of nuclei with a CEP signal number different to the modal number (the most common chromosome number in a tumor cell population) for each individual chromosome and then calculating the mean CIN percentage of all chromosomes analyzed\(^{24,34}\). According to the level of CIN, we classified the cell lines as having low CIN (CIN 0%–30%), intermediate CIN (CIN 31%–70%), or high CIN (CIN >70%).

Considering that the CIN may similarly classify stable aneuploid tumor cells with relatively few clones making up a large proportion of the tumor (e.g., 80% nuclei with two centromeres and 20% nuclei with three centromeres) together with unstable aneuploid tumor cells with high CH (e.g., 70% of nuclei with two centromeres, 20% with three, 5% with...
four, and 5% with five centromeric signals), we calculated the Shannon Diversity Index (SDI) to assess more directly the CH within each cell line before and after treatments. SDI integrates both the number and abundance of cell clones within each cell line according to published methods\(^\text{19,35}\).

**Statistical analysis**

The CIN levels observed after treatments were determined in comparison with the control. Student’s \(t\)-test was performed to compare cell proliferation of treated cell lines with untreated cell lines. The CH within each cell line was determined by calculating the SDI, which integrates both the number and abundance of cell clones within each cell line according to published methods\(^\text{19,35}\). The SDI (\(H\)) was estimated for chromosomes 2, 3, 8, 11, 15, and 17 using the following formula:

\[
H = - \sum_i p_i \ln(p_i)
\]

in which \(p_i\) is the frequency of centromere signal, \(^\text{19,35}\). The normal value of this \(H\) index is between 0.5 and 5; values below 1.5 were considered indicative of low CH, values between 1.6 and 2 were considered indicative of intermediate CH; and values higher than 2 were considered indicative of high CH. All statistical analyses were carried out using the SPSS version 21 and \(P\) values < 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

Studies have shown that FISH enables an estimation of CH within the tumor and allows the differentiation between CIN (aneuploid tumors with high CH) and stable aneuploidy (low CH)\(^\text{29,36}\). Therefore, we calculated the percentage of nuclei deviating from the modal centromeric signal for chromosomes 2, 3, 8, 11, 15, and 17 separately using established methods\(^\text{29,31}\). CIN and SDI are expressed as means ± SD.

**Results**

**Definition of CIN levels and CH in control cell lines**

Some previous studies in BC patients classified high CIN as CIN \(\geq 50%\)\(^\text{24,34}\), however, we considered CIN \(\geq 50%\) as intermediate in this study for all cell lines, in order to more clearly show the variations in CIN levels after treatments. Therefore, we considered CIN as high when CIN > 70%, as indicated in the Materials and methods section. The CIN for the five BC cell lines analyzed in this study (MCF7, ZR751, MDA-MB468, BT474, and KPL4) ranged from 50% to 64% and the CH ranged from 1.18 to 1.5 (Supplementary Table S2). These cell lines were defined as having intermediate CIN and low CH (Figure 1). All untreated cell lines harbored the same level of CIN and CH at 24 h, 48 h, and 96 h. High CIN was associated with high CH, which can be observed mainly for chromosomes 2 and 15.

**Variation of CIN and CH in HER2- cells after treatments**

**MCF7 cells**

In MCF cells (ER\(\alpha+/PR+/HER2−\)), a greater reduction in cell proliferation was observed when individual and combined treatments did not increase the CIN above 68% (Figures 2A, 2B, and 3, and Supplementary Table S2). Although no statistically significant differences were observed (\(P \leq 0.2\), Student’s \(t\)-test), a trend towards reduced cell proliferation in response to all individual and combined treatments was evident (Figures 2A and 2B), as well as an increase in CIN from 64% in untreated cells to 68% after
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**Figure 1**  CIN and SDI in untreated BC cell lines. The level of CIN and the SDI (indicative of CH) in the five cell lines is color coded according to the legend at the bottom.
treatment (Figure 3). Among the monotherapies, DOC induced a greater reduction in cell proliferation (Figure 2A), and also both, an increase in CIN, which did not exceed 68% (Figures 3 and 4), and an increase in CH (from low to intermediate CH). These results show that cells with intermediate CIN respond better to treatment with taxanes (DOC) than with anthracyclines (DOX).

Both combined therapies, TAM+DOC and TAM+DOX, inhibited MCF7 cell proliferation, with a greater inhibition when TAM was combined with DOX (TAM+DOX) (Figure 2B). Notably, at 24 h of TAM+DOC, we observed significantly stimulated cell proliferation ($P < 0.012$, Student’s $t$-test) and increased CIN and CH (CIN = 72% and CH = 1.74) with respect to the untreated cells (CIN = 64% and CH = 1.5) (Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S2).

**ZR751 cells**

In ZR751 cells (ERα+/PR+/HER2−), a greater reduction in proliferation after individual or combined treatments was observed when the CIN increased, but did not exceed 67% (increased from 50% in untreated cells to 67% after treatments) (Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S2). Among the individual treatments, DOC induced a greater reduction in cell proliferation, and an increase in CIN, which did not exceed 67% (Figure 2C and Figure 3). Similar to results observed in MCF7 cells, in ZR751 cells, although no statistically significant differences...
were evidenced \((P \leq 0.3)\), a decrease in cell proliferation was observed in response to combined therapies (TAM+DOC and TAM+DOX), being identified a greater inhibition when TAM was combined with DOX (TAM + DOX) (Figure 2D). To highlight that in these cells, TAM+DOX treatment for 24 h stimulated cell proliferation and also increased CIN and CH (CIN = 70% and CH = 1.7) compared with the control (CIN = 50% and CH=1.2) (Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S2).

These results suggest that ERα+/PR+/HER2− tumor cells (MCF7 and ZR751), with intermediate CIN, respond better to treatment with taxanes (DOC) and to combined treatments with TAM+DOX compared with the treatment with anthracyclines and with TAM+DOC. Interestingly, the response is related to an increase in CIN no greater at 68%. In contrast, an increase in CIN equal to or greater than 70% was related to treatment resistance (Supplementary Table S2).

Notably, in all treatments applied and at all times (24 h, 48 h, and 96 h), a direct association between CIN and CH was observed, where at higher CIN also a higher CH was observed (Supplementary Table S2).

**MDA-MB468 cells**

In triple negative cells (ERα−/PR−/HER2−), all individual treatments stimulated cell proliferation (Figure 2E) and
induced an increase in CIN from 50% in untreated cells to 67% after treatments (Supplementary Table S2). However, these cells after treatments presented a relatively stable CH (low CH).

Among the individual treatments, DOX showed the poorest effects, as it not only significantly stimulated cell proliferation ($P \leq 0.01$, Student’s $t$-test), but also increased CIN from 50% in untreated cells to 57% after treatment, and CH from 1.18 in untreated cells to 1.36 after treatment. Similar results were observed for the combined treatments, in which TAM+DOC and TAM+DOX treatments significantly stimulated cell proliferation ($P \leq 0.02$) and increased CIN, which did not exceed 64% (Figures 3 and 5).

These results suggest that triple negative cells with intermediate CIN and low CH are resistant to chemotherapy (taxanes and anthracyclines), hormonal therapy and combined treatments (chemotherapy + hormonal treatment).

**Variation of CIN and CH after treatments in HER2+ cells**

**BT474 cells**

In ERα+/PR+/HER2+ cells, a greater decrease in cell proliferation was observed when the treatments applied individually or in combination did not increase the CIN above 68% (Figures 6 and 7, and Supplementary Table S2). Among the
individual treatments, HT was the treatment that showed the greatest inhibition of cell proliferation, also inducing an increase in CIN from 61% in untreated cells to 67% after treatment. In contrast, DOC significantly stimulated cell proliferation ($P \leq 0.001$, Figure 6A) mainly at 96 h and induced an increase in CIN (72%) and CH (1.7) (Figure 7 and Supplementary Table S2). However, the combination of DOC and HT was superior to the use of chemotherapy with taxane alone, in which HT+DOC treatment inhibited cell proliferation (Figure 6B) and increased CIN to 65% compared with the untreated cells (61%). Similar results were observed when DOX was used as monotherapy, where it inhibited cell proliferation and increased CIN below 68%. While the administration of DOX, combined with TAM or HT, stimulated cell proliferation and increased CIN (above 69%) and CH (between 1.6 and 1.8).

Considering that chromosome 17 remained stable throughout the treatments and no major alterations were observed in the modal number (Figure 7), we could suggest that its stability is indicative of resistance to anthracyclines, in contrast to a previous report which indicated that tumor cells with CEP17 duplication (instability) may be associated with preferential sensitivity to anthracycline-based regimens.
In **ERα−/PR−/HER2+** cells, all individual treatments showed the poorest effects, as it not only significantly stimulated cell proliferation (*P* ≤ 0.0037, Figure 6C), but also increased CIN from 50% in untreated cells to 68% after treatments (Figure 7 and Supplementary Table S2). Contrary to what was observed in **ERα+/PR+/HER2−**, **ERα+/PR+/HER2+** and **ERα−/PR−/HER2−** cells, in KPL4 cells (ERα−/PR−/HER2+), a greater decrease in cell proliferation was observed when the treatments administered in combination increased the CIN above 70% (Figures 6D and 7, and Supplementary Table S2). Only the combined treatments between TAM with DOX, DOX, or HT, showed reduction in cell proliferation, with a greater reduction being observed when TAM was combined with taxanes (*P* ≤ 0.0005, Figure 6D) and CIN of 50% in untreated cells to 68% after treatment.

**Discussion**

BC is a heterogeneous disease in which each tumor shows individual characteristics. This has led to the search for new markers to improve not only patient diagnosis but also to obtain a better response to therapy and improve prognosis. Currently, strategies for the treatment of BC depend on the tumor subtype, in which therapies are selected based on specific markers. For example, for tumors with positive hormone receptors (ERα and PR) (luminal A and luminal B), endocrine therapy (TAM) is applied, with some patients also requiring chemotherapy. In the case of HER2+ tumors (Luminal B and HER2+), the treatment consists of monoclonal antibodies that recognize the extracellular domain of HER2 (HT), as well as inhibitors of the tyrosine kinase domain of the HER2 receptor (such as lapatinib), in addition to endocrine therapy (TAM) if the hormone receptors are also positive. For triple negative BC, only chemotherapy is applied. Chemotherapy is the only systemic therapy with
proven efficacy in triple negative BC and an important complement of endocrine therapy or therapy directed to HER2 in patients with BC positive for hormone receptors (ER and PR)\textsuperscript{41}. However, it is important to highlight that although the ER\textsubscript{α} positivity is a well-established predictor of response to TAM and the patients negative for ER\textsubscript{α} are considered non-responders, it has been reported that around 5%–10% of patients with ER\textsubscript{α}− tumors benefit from adjuvant treatment with TAM\textsuperscript{42-46}.  

In this study, we observed that intermediate CIN is linked to drug sensitivity according to three characteristics, including ER and HER2 status, the pre-existing level of CIN of the tumor cells, and the CIN induced by the treatments. In addition, all therapies used in our study (monotherapy or combined therapy) promoted CIN themselves, which influenced the response to therapy. We found that ER\textsubscript{α}+/PR+/HER2+ cells with intermediate CIN were sensitive to treatment with taxanes (DOC) and anthracyclines (DOX), while ER\textsubscript{α}−/PR−/HER2− cell lines were resistant.
HER2− and ERα+/PR+/HER2+ cells with intermediate CIN were resistant to these drugs, mainly when anthracyclines were used in combination with TAM. These results are consistent with previous studies that indicate that while ERα+/PR+/HER2− and ERα+/PR+/HER2+ tumoral cells showed the poorest prognosis with both shorter time to progression and overall survival, ERα+/PR+/HER2− tumoral cells had a considerably better prognosis. In addition, HER2+ cells are generally more proliferative than HER2− cells. Increased cell proliferation could lead to the expansion of chromosomal alterations and therefore a general increase in CIN and intratumor CH. Both CIN and CH increased cellular diversity allowing tumors to adapt to various micro-environmental selection pressure. This adaptive ability may also lead to drug resistance. While in triple negative tumoral cells (ERα−/PR−/HER2−) has been reported that resistance may be caused by preexisting (inherent) genetic mutations that cause a decrease in the responsiveness of cancer cells to both chemotherapy and target drugs. The above finding as well as our results, suggests a difference in the mechanisms of therapy response according to ERα and HER2 status and highlights that these BC cell lines are distinct biological entities.

In ERα+/PR+/HER2+ cells (BT474), DOC stimulated cell proliferation and increased CIN, which exceeds 70%, while in ERα+/PR+/HER2− cells (MCF7 and ZR751 cells), DOC inhibited cell proliferation and increased CIN at 68%. Thus, in ERα+/PR+/HER2− cells, the induction of greater CIN above the pre-existing CIN (before treatment) but below 70% (after treatment) indicates sensitivity to therapy (inhibition of cell proliferation). However, in ERα+/PR+/HER2- cells, if the CIN threshold is exceeded by 70% and CH also increases, cells develop resistance to therapy. The increased rate of CIN and CH may inadvertently create a more aggressive tumor with an enhanced potential to become drug resistant.

DOC is generally recognized as one of the most effective drugs available for the treatment of metastatic BC and is studied in patients who do not respond or develop resistance to chemotherapy with anthracyclines (DOX). However, although we observed that DOC was more effective than DOX when it was administered to ERα+/PR+/HER2− tumor cells (MCF7 and ZR751) with intermediate CIN, it was not effective when administered to ERα+/PR+/HER2+ cells (BT474), where DOC induced an increase in cell proliferation compared to the control.

In fact, in ERα+/PR+/HER2+ cells, intermediate CIN (61%) predicts sensitivity to treatment with TAM, DOX, HT, DOC+TAM and DOC+HT and resistance to DOX, TAM+HT, TAM+DOX and HT+DOX. Our results are consistent with those reported in breast and colorectal tumors, in which taxanes (DOC) inhibited cell proliferation when applied to tumor cells with low CIN, but induced resistance when applied to tumor cells with intermediate or high CIN. Furthermore, the resistance to TAM+DOX, TAM+HT and HT+DOX observed in these cells (ERα+/PR+/HER2+ cells), with intermediate CIN and intermediate CH, could be caused by the presence of sub clonal populations with different levels of CIN, and therefore with varied responses to treatments. For example, in a subpopulation of tumor cells with a pre-existing level of “intermediate or high CIN”, drugs that induce CIN could increase the level of CIN beyond a critical threshold thereby causing cytotoxicity, while the viability of a subpopulation of tumor cells with “low CIN” may not be compromised. Together these results suggest the effectiveness of the combined use of taxanes and therapies directed against HER2 in ERα+/PR+/HER2+ cells, since these drugs may target karyotypically distinct subpopulations within the same tumor (intratumoral CH).

In contrast to the results in BT474 cells (ERα+/PR+/HER2+), triple negative cells ERα−/PR−/HER2− with complex karyotypes (intermediate CIN = 50%) and low CH (stable CIN) were resistant to all treatments used. Although all treatments increased CIN, this was possibly not enough to exceed the tolerance threshold of the cells, leading to cell survival. Because we did not observe an inhibition in cell proliferation with any of the treatments, it is not possible for us to postulate a CIN threshold below or above which the treatments can induce cell survival or lethality. These results might suggest that many cancer cells demonstrate adaptation to CIN, suggesting that maintaining CIN and CH may favor cancer cell viability and survival. Thus, and as indicated by Thompson et al., it is possible that triple negative cancer cells with positive CIN may exhibit intrinsic resistance to drugs that seek to increase CIN through a similar mechanism. Such intrinsic resistance can be caused by pre-existing (inherent) genetic mutations that result in decreased responsiveness of cancer cells to both chemotherapy and targeted drugs or by heterogeneity of tumors in which pre-existed insensitive subpopulations will be selected upon drug treatment, thus leading to resistance to therapeutic treatments.

The results observed in KPL4 cells (ERα−/PR−/HER2+), suggest that HER2 overexpression may influence the response to taxanes, where TAM significantly increase the antitumor
activity of DOC, also avoiding an increase in CIN and CH. The results observed in ERα−/PR−/HER2+ cells are consistent with previous studies that have shown that HER2 overexpression predicts a worse response to hormonal therapy with TAM in BC. Although ERα−/PR−/HER2+ cells are negative for ERα, the best results in terms of reduction in cell proliferation were observed when combined treatments between TAM with DOC, DOX, or HT were administered to the cells. These results are not surprising as it has been reported that although ERα− patients are considered non-responders, between 5% and 10% of them benefit from TAM therapy. Such a response could be due to a member of the 7-transmembrane G protein-coupled receptor family, GPR30, an estrogen transmembrane receptor involved in mediating both rapid and transcriptional events in response to estrogen. Of note, similar to recent reports, we observe that the combination of HER2-targeted therapy (HT) with endocrine therapy (TAM) was superior to endocrine therapy alone for ER−/PR−/HER2+ cells, where a reduction in cell proliferation and an increase in CIN greater than 70% was observed. These findings not only suggest a possible benefit of the use of these combinations as a treatment option, but also of the role of CIN in the development of cytotoxicity. Contrary to what was observed in MCF7, ZR751, MDA-MB468, and BT474 cells, in ERα−/PR−/HER2+ cells a high CIN is related to a high sensitivity to combined treatments.

In HER2+ cells (BT474 and KPL4), a greater benefit in terms of reduction of cell proliferation was observed when the combined treatment between trastuzumab (HT) and chemotherapy (DOC) was administered, compared to that observed when chemotherapy was administered alone. Such a benefit was also reported in an open-label randomized multicenter phase II trial (M77001), where the efficacy and safety of first-line HT with DOC compared with DOC alone in patients with HER2+ was observed. Considering this, we suggest that in cells HER2+ (BT474 and KPL4), HER2 overexpression is a predictor of resistance to taxanes.

Considering that in KPL4 cells a CIN greater than 69% was related to sensitivity or response to therapy, it could be suggested that an increase in the dose of the treatments (applied in monotherapy) could be necessary to increase CIN and to induce cytotoxicity. In fact, some studies have reported that HER2 overexpression may be a useful marker for identifying patients who are most likely to benefit from high doses of adjuvant doxorubicin-based chemotherapy. Furthermore, previous studies demonstrated that in ERα− BC, extreme CIN is associated with improved clinical outcome, which is consistent with a negative impact of CIN on tumor fitness and growth. The results observed in ERα− cells (MDA-MB468 and KPL4) with intermediate CIN, suggest the need to modify the dose of the drugs to generate a higher CIN and, therefore, cellular toxicity. Therefore, defining the maximum dose at which these treatments could induce a higher CIN without side effects is required. Recently, new treatment strategies of “on and off” or “high dose followed by low dose” have been used, which result in longer survival and delayed drug resistance. This may be because intermittent or adaptive dosing may interrupt the growth of drug-dependent resistant cells and allow the competition of sensitive and resistant cells.

Related to resistance due to the tumor subtype, Davis and colleagues reported that the MCF7 cell line (ERα+/PR+/HER2−), representative of the luminal A tumor subtype, is sensitive to DOX, while the MDA-MB231 cell line (ERα−/PR−/HER2−), representative of the triple negative tumor subtype, is resistant to DOX. This report is consistent with our results, as we observed that the MCF7 and ZR751 cell lines, both ERα+/PR+/HER2− and representative of the luminal A BC subtype, are sensitive to DOX treatment, while the MDA-MB468 (ERα−/PR−/HER2−) and KPL4 cell lines (ERα−/PR−/HER2+), representatives of triple negative and HER2+ BC subtype, respectively, did not respond to this drug. Moreover, the addition of DOX to MCF7 and ZR751 increased the CIN but did not exceed 67%, whereas in the KPL4 cells, DOX increased the CIN but did not exceed 69%.

Our results suggest that indeed a CIN threshold exists, which when exceeded could induce cell cytotoxicity or cell survival. For instance, in ERα+/PR+/HER2− cells (MCF7 and ZR751) and ERα+/PR+/HER2+ cells (BT474) with intermediate CIN, the therapy (chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, or combined therapies) induced an increase in CIN greater than 70% and a higher CH, which correlated to cell survival. While in ERα−/PR−/HER2+ cells (KPL4) with intermediate CIN, the monotherapy and combined therapy induced an increase in CIN greater than 70% and a higher CH, which correlated to cell cytotoxicity (Figure 8). This behavior suggests a difference in mechanisms of therapy response according to ERα and HER2 status, and highlights that these BC cell lines are distinct biological entities, as previously indicated.

Considering that high CH is the likely result of aneuploidy originating from CIN generating multiple unrelated clones, we speculate that both the baseline CH and CIN and those generated after drug exposure are sufficiently diverse to confer...
proliferative advantages and therefore resistance. Opposite results were observed in triple negative cells (ERα−/PR−/HER2−), in which monotherapy and combined treatments induced an increase in proliferation. These cells showed an increase in CIN that did not exceed 68% and a relative stability (low CH).

Consistent with a close relationship of CIN with CH in BC, there was a high association between CIN and SDI for all chromosomes and for all cell lines studied before and after treatments (Figures 3 and 7 and Supplementary Table S2). These data suggest that cancer cells with high CIN (CIN > 71%) have the highest SDI and thus the most extreme chromosomal numerical heterogeneity (Figures 3 and 7, and Supplementary Table S2). These results are concordant with the “unstable aneuploidy” definition provided by Lingle and colleagues in an analysis of 20 breast tumors.

The exploratory analysis of the individual chromosomes in all cell lines analyzed (MCF7, ZR751, MDA-MB468, BT474, and KPL4) highlighted chromosome (Chr) 2, Chr8, and Chr17 as candidate markers of the therapy response. Chr2 showed an unstable behavior (high CIN and high CH) after individual and combined treatments in all cell lines, in comparison with Chr8 in BT474 cells and Chr17 in MCF7, ZR751, and MDA-MB468 cells, which showed stable behavior (intermediate CIN and low CH) after treatments. In ERα+/PR+/HER2− cells, Chr17 stability is indicative of sensitivity to treatment with taxanes (DOC) and combined treatments of anthracyclines (DOX) with TAM, while in ERα−/PR−/HER2− cells, Chr17 stability is indicative of resistance to chemotherapy (DOC, DOX), hormonal therapy (TAM) and combined treatments of taxanes and anthracyclines with TAM. In ERα+/PR+/HER2+ cells, Chr8 stability is indicative of sensitivity to treatment with TAM, DOX, HT and combined treatments of taxanes (DOC) with TAM and with HT.

Conclusions

Our results suggest that intermediate CIN in BC tumors is of prognostic value and may be able to predict response to chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, or combined therapy. We also suggested the existence of a CIN threshold that when it is exceeded can generate resistance or sensibility to treatments, and such a CIN threshold is dependent on ERα and HER status. Our data require prospective validation in larger patient cohorts with defined tumor stage and treatment history.

Tumors classified due to their underlying CIN may provide a more thorough understanding of alterations at the molecular level and potentially lead to new drug targets. A greater understanding of the role of chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, or combined therapy in the induction of CIN and CH in BC together with prospective studies of CIN in patients with BC could contribute to the optimization of existing therapeutic regimens. Our results emphasize the importance of determining CIN level and CH in BC tumors to direct the most effective therapeutic strategy for an individual BC patient.
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